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Abstract

This work is the first systematic investigation of initiative in human-human tutorial dialogue. We studied initiative management in two dialogue strategies: didactic tutoring and Socratic tutoring. We hypothesized that didactic tutoring would be mostly tutor-initiative while Socratic tutoring would be mixed-initiative, and that more student initiative would lead to more learning (i.e., task success for the tutor). Surprisingly, students had initiative more of the time in the didactic dialogues (21\% of the turns) than in the Socratic dialogues (10\% of the turns), and there was no direct relationship between student initiative and learning. However, Socratic dialogues were more interactive than didactic dialogues as measured by percentage of tutor utterances that were questions and percentage of words in the dialogue uttered by the student, and interactivity had a positive correlation with learning.

1 Introduction

Tutorial dialogue systems face the unique problem that users (students) often do not know the answers to questions asked by the system and may produce wrong answers that are not in the system’s domain model. Because of these difficulties, current tutorial dialogue systems are largely system-initiative; only the system asks questions, and for each question, system designers build a database of potential correct and incorrect answers, and a set of responses to deal with the incorrect answers.

There has been a similar trend in the spoken dialogue systems community. The problem in this case is poor speech recognition performance and the solution is for the system to ask questions with a limited set of answers. However, Chu-Carroll and Nickerson (2000) showed that a suitably intelligent mixed-initiative dialogue system (MIMIC) outperformed a comparable system-initiative dialogue system in terms of user satisfaction and task efficiency. MIMIC could back off to system-initiative mode when necessary but otherwise operate in mixed-initiative mode.

The cognitive science literature indicates that such a breakthrough is also needed in the tutoring community. The current system-initiative approaches conflict with arguments that it is the highly collaborative nature of human-human tutoring dialogue that leads to learning (Merrill et al., 1992a; Fox, 1993; Graesser et al., 1995). Through this dialogue, tutors can intervene to ensure that errors are detected and repaired and that students can work around impasses (Merrill et al., 1992b). Previous research has also shown that students must be allowed to construct knowledge themselves to learn most effectively (Chi et al., 1989; Chi et al., 1994; VanLehn et al., 1998). The consensus from these studies is that experienced tutors maintain a delicate balance allowing students to do as much of the work as possible and to maintain a feeling of control, while providing students with enough guidance to keep them from becoming too frustrated or confused. We refer to this style of tutoring as “Socratic” because it is characterized by the use of questions and other hints to draw out answers from students having difficulty.
(Rosé et al., 2000) gives an overview of the evidence in favor of Socratic tutoring as well as describing an opposing viewpoint supporting a tutoring style referred to as didactic. Here, rather than drawing out the answer from the student, the tutor points out the student’s error and explains how to derive the correct answer.

We hypothesized that (1) didactic tutoring corresponds to the system-initiative dialogue management currently implemented in tutorial dialogue systems, (2) Socratic tutoring is mixed-initiative, and (3) furthermore that initiative is directly related to “Socraticness” — more student initiative would mean more student learning although a minimum amount of tutor initiative is likely to be necessary.

To investigate these hypotheses, we undertook a systematic investigation of initiative, tutoring strategy (Socratic vs. didactic), and learning (task success) using a series of human-human tutoring dialogues from an earlier project (Rosé et al., 2000). In one set of dialogues, the tutor used a Socratic tutoring style while in the other she used a didactic tutoring style. We annotated these dialogues for initiative, measured the distribution of initiative in the Socratic and didactic dialogues, and measured the relationship between initiative and student learning.

2 Previous Work

2.1 Defining Initiative

Shah (1997) defines student initiative as “any contribution by the student that attempts to change the course of the [tutoring] session” (p. 13). Shah’s corpus analysis dealt with remediation dialogues where a tutor quizzed students about the answers they gave during problem solving. In this corpus, student initiatives are student utterances that are not answers to questions. Shah assumes that these initiatives are dealt with exclusively by the tutor’s next speech act, and that initiative then reverts back to the tutor. This definition was too limited for our more free-form tutoring dialogues.

Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) developed a dialogue grammar for classroom discussions. Their minimal unit of dialogue is the exchange which is composed of an initiating move, an optional responding move, and an optional feedback move. Whoever makes the initiating move is said to have initiative for the exchange. Although questions can be reasked in cases of incorrect student answers, this framework does not capture other ways an exchange can be disrupted (e.g., the student asks a question rather than answering the current question), and again this definition was too limited for our dialogues.

Linell et al. (1988) discuss how a responder can ask for clarification, challenge the speaker, and change topics as well as respond directly to an initiating move. Linell et al. do not assign initiative directly to speakers but instead rank speaker moves based on how much “they can be regarded as governing or steering the ensuing dialogue and as being governed or commanded by the preceding dialogue” (p. 419). For example, an utterance which is not a response in any way but requires a response from the listener is ranked highest with a value of six. Minimal responses are at the other end of the scale (with a rank of two); they invite no response and give no more information than required.

Linell et al.’s approach was to sample a wide variety of dialogue genres in developing their definition; in contrast, Chu-Carroll and Brown (1998) focussed specifically on problem-solving dialogues. They found that it was important to differentiate initiative (which they call dialogue initiative) from task initiative. They define dialogue initiative by stating that it “tracks the lead in determining the current discourse focus” (p. 6), and that task initiative “tracks the lead in the development of the agents’ plan” (p. 6). Presumably, determining the discourse focus means setting the discourse segment purpose as defined in Grosz and Sidner’s (1986) theory of discourse. What it means to take the lead in developing the agents’ plan depends on the plan representation but informally can refer to adding or taking away actions from the plan, rearranging actions, or setting parameters.

Whittaker and Stenton (1988) do not define initiative beyond calling it control of the dialogue by its participants. Their work is notable in that...
they define a set of rules (see Figure 1) specifying who has initiative for each turn in a dialogue. These rules approximate the more complex definition given by Chu-Carroll and Brown and have been used in several projects because they facilitate reliable annotation (Strayer and Heeman, 2001; Jordan and Di Eugenio, 1997; Doran et al., 2001; Walker and Whittaker, 1990).

2.2 Initiative in human-human corpora

Previous work has shown a pattern to how initiative shifts among dialogue participants in problem-solving dialogues. Guinn (1996) used simulated conversational agents to argue that the most efficient problem-solving dialogues are those where the participant who knows the most about the current subtask takes initiative. The corpus analysis of Walker and Whittaker (1990) gives evidence that in natural dialogue, knowledgeable speakers do take initiative. Walker and Whittaker studied task-oriented dialogues (TODs) involving an expert guiding a novice through assembling a water pump, and advisory dialogues (ADs) involving an expert giving advice about financial and software problems. In the TODs, as we would expect, the expert had initiative most of the time (91% of the turns). However, ADs have closer to an equal sharing of initiative — the expert had initiative for 60% of the turns in finance ADs and 51% of the turns in software ADs. This is because in the ADs, the novice must communicate the details of his problem to the expert as well as the expert telling the novice what to do.

Shah (1997) investigated initiative in tutorial dialogue, typed human-human tutoring dialogues dealing with the circulatory system. Her corpus consisted of students’ initial tutoring session and a subsequent session with each of the same students. She categorized student initiatives based on their communicative goal (e.g., challenge, support, repair, request information). Shah found that the initial sessions had twice the number of student initiatives as the subsequent sessions. The nature of student initiatives also changed over time: the proportion of student initiatives associated with confusion (long pauses and self repairs) decreased in subsequent sessions and the proportion of challenges increased. Shah also looked at tutor reactions to student initiatives; she found that tutors sometimes rejected student initiatives, but she did not investigate what triggered such actions.

Graesser and Person (1994) labeled student questions (a subset of the initiatives studied by Shah) in a corpus of tutoring sessions for a research methods course. Graesser and Person developed a taxonomy of different question types. Of specific interest are deep-reasoning and knowledge deficit questions. Deep-reasoning questions involve causal reasoning and hypothetical situations. Knowledge deficit questions are triggered when a student realizes an inconsistency or gap in his understanding or gets stuck on a problem. Graesser and Person found that in the first half of the course there was a negative correlation between overall number of student questions and exam scores. In the second half of the course, there were positive correlations between exam scores and the proportion of student questions that were deep-reasoning questions and the proportion of student questions that were knowledge deficit questions.

Our study focused solely on initiative and did not address the difficult problem of categorizing question semantics. Initiative is a noisy measure of student participation. Shallow questions such as “What do I do next?” were treated the same as insightful questions such as “Is a load basically the opposite of a source?”. Despite this interference, we hypothesized that high levels of initiative would characterize students who took control of their learning and as a result scored well in the post experiment test.

3 Our Initiative Study

This section is a summary of our methodology and results. For more details or to download the corpus or annotation manual, consult the web page http://www.cogsci.ed.ac.uk/~jmoore/tutoring/BEE_corpus.html.

3.1 Method

The setting for this study is a course on basic electricity and electronics (BEE) developed with the VIVIDS authoring tool (Munro, 1994). Students read four textbook-style lessons and performed six labs using a circuit simulator with a graphical in-
interface. (Rosé et al., 2000) describes an experiment where students went through these lessons and labs with the guidance of a human tutor (the same one for the entire study). Before the lessons, students were given pretests to gauge their initial knowledge. After being tutored, students took the same tests again. We refer to the difference in their scores as learning gain. There were three sets of tutoring sessions (a session means all the dialogue between the tutor and one particular student): (1) the trial sessions where the tutor was not given any instructions on how to tutor [3 students], (2) the Socratic sessions where the tutor was instructed not to give explanations and to ask questions instead [10 students], and (3) the didactic sessions where the tutor was encouraged to give explanations and then probe student understanding with questions [10 students]. During these sessions, the student and tutor communicated through a chat interface. We will refer to the logs of this chat interface as the BEE dialogues.

In previous work (Core et al., 2002), we addressed the question of whether these Socratic and didactic dialogues were really Socratic and didactic. We used interactivity to approximate “Socraticness”, and showed that the Socratic dialogues were more interactive than the didactic dialogues. On average in the Socratic dialogues: a greater proportion of tutor utterances were questions (42% vs. 29%); the students produced a higher percentage of words in the dialogues (33% vs. 26%); and tutor turns and utterances were shorter. It is debatable whether this means the dialogues are really Socratic and didactic but it proves they reflect different tutoring styles which is sufficient for the purposes of this study.

Rosé et al. (2000) addressed the issue of whether the Socratic dialogues in this corpus were more effective than the didactic ones. They found a trend for Socratically tutored students to learn more, but additional data is needed to verify this trend. Chi et al. (2001) performed a similar study; in this case, no difference was found between the two tutoring strategies. However, Chi et al. noted that the didactic tutors sometimes inadvertently revealed answers to questions on the post-test (the test given after tutoring to measure how much was learned). So we cannot say anything conclusive about the effectiveness of Socratic tutoring in the BEE domain or Socratic tutoring in general.

3.2 Initiative Annotation Method

The two definitions of initiative we considered were that of Chu-Carroll and Brown (1998) and Linell et al. (1988). We felt that the extra granularity provided by Linell et al.’s initiative ranks would not be necessary and adopted Chu-Carroll and Brown’s definition. However, this definition makes reference to discourse focus without giving guidelines as to how discourse focus is to be recognized during annotation. For this reason, we used Whittaker and Stenton’s initiative assignment rules (1988) as an approximation to Chu-Carroll and Brown’s definition of (dialogue) initiative. We did not attempt to annotate task initiative, but mention this issue again in the conclusions.

We first give details of the initiative assignment rules and then come back to the issue of whether this was a valid choice. Before the rules can be applied, each turn in the dialogue must be classified into one of the following types based on its main purpose:

- **assertions** - declarative turns used to state facts,
- **commands** - turns intended to instigate action,
- **questions** - turns intended to elicit information, and
- **prompts** - turns not expressing propositional content (e.g., “yeah”, “okay”).

We used the rules in Figure 1 to assign initiative. These are the same as the rules given by Whittaker and Stenton except that we make the assumption that a statement following a question responds to that question.

A benefit of this annotation scheme is that in our corpus the majority of turns can be automatically labeled: **questions** often end in question marks; **commands** often start with verbs; a list of com-

```plaintext
if turn = command then
   speaker has initiative
if turn = question then
   if (last_turn = question or
      last_turn = command) then
      listener has initiative
   else speaker has initiative
if turn = statement then
   if last_turn = question then
      listener has initiative
   else speaker has initiative
if turn = prompt then
   listener has initiative
```

Figure 1: Rules for Assigning Initiative
mon prompts ("okay", "yeah") allowed most of these to be labeled, and statement could be used to label everything else.

We needed human annotators to correct the automatic labeling. One of the authors of the paper and another human annotator (not a project member) corrected the automatic annotations. The annotators had a reference manual and trained on trial sessions of the dialogues. To test inter-annotator reliability, the author and external annotator labeled the same 757 examples taken from non-training data; the resulting inter-annotator reliability as measured with the kappa statistic was 0.92. Generally, kappa values above 0.8 are considered acceptable.2

Although these initiative assignment rules allow reliable annotation and are easy to implement, the question remains whether they actually capture initiative. It is clear that commands and questions not following questions (i.e., not clarification questions) set the discourse segment purpose (i.e., take initiative). The contentious aspects of these rules are assuming that answers never take initiative and that questions following questions never take initiative. It is simple to construct counterexamples to these assumptions; however, the rules work well in practice. Walker and Whittaker (1990) showed that third person and one anaphora rarely crossed segment boundaries marked by initiative changes annotated with these guidelines.3

It may be the case that these annotation assumptions fail on selected examples. However, in eliminating the assumptions it is likely that we will introduce more errors than we correct. For example, it is clear that some answers take initiative; if a speaker asks "what time is it?" and the listener gives more information than the current time, then the listener has taken initiative. However, if the speaker asks "what causes current to flow?", it is much more difficult to say which answers take initiative. Similarly, it is difficult to say when a question following a question takes initiative. Some factors are the content of the second question, how many times the first speaker has been interrupted, and the reaction of the first speaker. But it seems very difficult to define these factors more precisely and to define how they interact.

### 3.3 Initiative Analysis

Our first analysis was to measure the average percentage of turns for which students had initiative in the Socratic and didactic dialogues. The Socratic dialogues had 1547 turns, 2853 utterances, and 23,451 words while the didactic dialogues had 1378 turns, 2993 utterances, and 26,195 words. Surprisingly, students had initiative for fewer turns on average (10%) in the Socratic dialogues than in the didactic dialogues (21%).4 These results show that students did not take advantage of the fact that the Socratic dialogues were more interactive, and did not ask more questions; in fact students asked fewer questions in the Socratic condition. We noticed that many student questions in the didactic dialogues followed explanations, perhaps because the long explanations confused students.

We next tested the relationship between initiative and learning gain. Since Socratic and didactic dialogues also differ in interactivity, we tested the relationship between learning gain and the interactivity measures of average percentage of words and utterances produced by the student and average percentage of tutor utterances that were questions. Figure 2 shows this data; the top graph shows that initiative varies erratically as learning gain increases; there is no relationship (Pearson’s r = -0.0689, n = 23, NS) between these variables. The same graph also shows average percentage of words produced by the student; this does have a relationship with learning gain (Pearson’s r = 0.6, n = 23, p < 0.005). The bottom graph shows the relationship between percentage of utterances produced by the student and learning gain (Pearson’s r = 0.56, n = 23, p < 0.005), and the relationship between average percentage

---

2These guidelines are based on comments by Krippendorff (1980) as summarized in Carletta (1996). Krippendorff considered the case of two annotated variables. He said that comparisons were reliable when the kappas for those variables were above 0.8.

3In this study, hierarchical discourse segments were annotated using changes in initiative as a starting point; these changes were taken as marking either a segment endpoint or the beginning of a nested segment.

4To analyze significance, we looked at average percentage of expert initiative per session rather than per corpus. For the didactic dialogues, this average is 82% and for the Socratic dialogues it is 90%, a significant difference (t = 2.26, df=18, p < 0.05 two-tailed).
of tutor utterances that were questions and learning gain (Pearson’s $r = 0.46$, $n = 23$, $p < 0.05$).

In section 1, we discussed the work of Walker and Whittaker (1990) on investigating initiative in the genres of advisory dialogues (ADs) and task oriented dialogues (TODs). Walker and Whittaker also investigated the difference between TODs in a spoken (telephone) modality and a typed (computer chat) modality. The results of their study are shown in columns 3-6 of Table 1 and the corresponding measures from our study are in columns 1 and 2. The Socratic dialogues have almost the same average expert initiative as TODs. In the TODs, the expert would issue a series of commands in order to get the novice to perform a procedure. In the Socratic dialogues, the tutor was issuing a series of questions in order to get the student to work through a line of reasoning to a correct answer.

The second row of the table shows average percentage of initiative changes that were abdications. Abdications are the use of prompts to give away initiative; these often occur after interruptions to signal the original speaker to continue. Walker and Whittaker noted that spoken TODs had the most abdications but typed TODs had the least; modality has an impact on how initiative is managed.

In the didactic and Socratic dialogues (both of which are typed) shown in columns 1 and 2, we see that abdications are rarely used. A number of reasons are possible. In the typed TODs, communication consisted of two simultaneously updated channels. In the tutoring dialogues, participants would send each other short messages. This modality, typed text and restricted turn taking might have reduced the number of abdications. Another possible factor is that students in this study were relatively passive; the tutor could not rely on them to take initiative if she uttered a prompt. The tutor’s initiative management also played a role. In our dialogues, after the student took initiative, the tutor would address the student’s turn and then often take back initiative not giving the student a chance to utter a prompt.

4 Discussion

One interpretation of this data is that the definition of initiative was too crude and with a more precise definition, the results would show that students had more initiative in the Socratic dialogues than in the didactic dialogues. However, it would not involve simply changing three or four borderline examples. A large number of examples would have to change such that there was no longer significantly more student initiative in the didactic dialogues and instead significantly more student initiative in the Socratic dialogues.

A more likely interpretation is that when the tutor was employing the Socratic tutoring strategy, she did often take initiative (control of the dialogue) through constant questioning of the student. However, as shown by the interactivity statistics, students produced a higher percentage of words in the Socratic dialogues than in the didactic dialogues, and the percentage of words in the dialogue uttered by the student roughly correlated with learning. Given this correlation, we hypothe-

---

5Walker and Whittaker define interruptions as taking the initiative without invitation. It does not refer to interrupting the utterance of the other speaker.
size that student language production is an indication of student knowledge construction.

In future work, we see two ways of more closely measuring knowledge construction. The first is to use a question taxonomy such as (Graesser and Person, 1994) to identify deep tutor and student questions. (Jordan and Siler, 2002) suggests going further and classifying student answers. Although a tutor may ask a shallow question, the student may give more information than requested acting as if a deep question had been asked.

We plan to explore a second route based on discourse structure, in particular when a question has been dropped (i.e., it has been answered correctly or abandoned). Our hypothesis is that in successful dialogues (ones where students learned the most), tutors do not drop questions until students correctly answer them meaning that the average discourse segment for a question is longer and may contain more nested segments.

5 Conclusions

In our corpus analysis, we found that initiative did not correlate with student learning and thus may not reflect activities such as problem solving and deep reasoning that lead to learning. Chu-Carroll and Brown (1998) identified the possibility that a speaker might have (dialogue) initiative but not be advancing the problem solving process. They created a measure called task initiative to track who is currently taking the lead in problem solving. For this measure to be useful in the tutoring domain, it will have to reflect student knowledge construction as well as problem solving participation. Our corpus analysis suggests that students may have such “learning” initiative without having dialogue initiative. We must further investigate this hypothesis in order to predict better the success of tutoring dialogues.

Our current results suggest that tutoring systems that encourage students’ language production will be most successful, and that a Socratic tutoring style is better at promoting student language production than didactic tutoring. These results may be good news for system builders; one possible Socratic teaching strategy would be to ask sequences of targeted questions where strong expectations about plausible answers make it easier to interpret student input.

However, we must be mindful of the fact that, even in Socratic interaction, students sometimes do take initiative rather than simply answering the sequence of questions posed by the tutor. It is not the case that human tutors simply brush off all student initiatives. And (Chi et al., 2001) shows that it is crucial that tutors do not plough ahead with their own plans, ignoring students’ signs of confusion. In future work, we will investigate the factors influencing the tutor’s decision about whether to entertain a student initiative, and investigate how these actions are signaled linguistically.
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